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AN ANALYSIS OF ONCE-PER-REVOLUTION OSCILLATING AERODYNAMIC THRUST LOkDS
ON SINGLE-ROTATION PROPELLERS ON TRACTOR AIRPLANES AT ZERO YAW ‘

By VEENONL. ROQALLO,PAUL F. YAQGY, and JOHN L. MCCLOUD III

SUMMARY

A timplijied procedure b shown jor calculating the once-
per-revoluiwn oscillati~ aerodynamic thrust load-s on pro-
pellers oj tractor airplunm at zero yaw. The mdy j?ow ji%iii
information required Jor the appliwztion of the procedure ti a
knowledge qf the upj%w angles at the horizon$ul center bine of
ihe propelle? disk. Methods are pre+wnted whereby tie
angle8 may be computed without reeour8e to apa+imental 8ur-
cqy oj the.llm~.

The loads computed by the 8impliJed procedure arc mm-
pared with those computed by a more rigorom method and t-h-e
procedure h apgiiea? I%8ever~ airphw con$guration$ which
are believed typ”cul oj current d-e@iw. The redts are gerwr-
ally 8ali@ctmy.

INTRODUCI’ION

An important consideration in the structural design of
propellers is that which deals with vibratory stressesresult-
ing from the blade bending flhvise 1 cyole per propeller
revolution (hereafter referred to as 1-P stresses). This
flntwise bending of the propeller blade is due primarily to
aerodynamic thrust 10MIsoscillating 1 cycle per propeller
revolution (hereafter referred to as 1-P thrustloads) which
me imposed on the blade as a result of propeller thrust-axis
inclination and/or asymmetries of the flow fields in which
the propellers operate.

Methods have been developed whereby these 1-P stresses
havo been computed satisfactorily for isolated propellers
(e, g., refs. 1 and 2). These methods assumed a uniform
flow field at the propeller disk, that is, the flow of air into
the propeller disk was assumed to beat a uniform speed and
stream angle at all points on the disk. However, for cams
of propellers operating in nonuniform flow fields of wing-
nacelle-fuselage combinations, the validity of these assump-
tions ww in question and it was not known to what degree
the values thus computed would agree with those mewured.

In considering where errors might possibly arise in
computing the 1.P stresses when the flow field is nonuni-
form, it should be pointed out that prediction of the 1P
stresses requires a knowledge of the 1.P thrust loads and
the structural properties of the propeller. In turn, methods
of computing the 1.P thrustloads require a knowledge of
the flow-field characteristics, the blade physical properties
(airfoil section, plan form, etc.) ‘and the blade aerodynamic
properties (two-dimensional). Finally, methods of com-
puting tho flow-field characteristic~ require taking proper

account of the influence of the various airplane components
and their interference effects Orieach other.

It was reoo.tied that the blade structural, geometric,
and aerodynamic characteristics did not depend upon the
uniformity of the flow field; however, sources of error might
possibly lie in the answers to one or more of the following
questions.

(1) If the 1.P aerodynamic thrust load is known, can the
1.P stressesbe computed?

(2) If (1) oan be accomplished, can the 1.P thrust loads
be computed if the flow-field characteristics are known?

(3) If numbers (1) and (2) cm be accomplished, can the
flow field characteristics be computed for any given airplane
conf@lratio9?

To answer the above questions, an analysis of the methods
employed to obtain 1.P blade stresses, 1.P thrust loads, and
flow--field parameters was undertaken. An investigation
of a propeller operating in the nonuniform flow field of a
wing-nacelle-fuselage combination was made in the Ames
40- by 80-foot wind tunnel. The data obtained from this
investigation were reported in referene.es 3 and 4. The-se
data consisted of surveys of the flow field in the absence of
the propeller, measurements of stresses on the propeller
blades operating in this flow field, and surveys of the wake
pressures behind the operating propeller. During tbe
analysis of these data, a simpli.fleationwas devised whereby
the 1.P thrust loads could be computed by a method re-
qti&~ only a knowledge of the upflow angles at the hori-
zontal center line of the propeller disk. Efforts were then
directed toward developing methods whereby these upflow
angles could bc computed without rem-n-se to experimental
survey (these surveys had proved to be quite tedious and
cu.mbemome). The methods which were developed were
presented in references 5, 6, and 7. To evaluate the ade-
quacy of these methods, it was necessary to obtain addi-
tional experimental flow-field information on different.
wing-nacelle-fuselage combinations. The rewdts of the
surveys at the propeller planes of six model confibwations
tested in the Ames 40-by 80-foot wind tunnel were reported
in referenee 8. Mach number effects on the upflow angles
were investigated to a Mach number of 0.92 by Mes-srs.
Lopez aad Diokson in the Ames 12-foot wind tunnel. These
results were reported in reference 9.

This report presents an analysis, based on the information
in references 3 through 9, of the problem of computing ] .P
stresses for propellers operating in nonuniform flow fields.

1Supmaim NAOA TN S335entitled “On the Calmlatlon of tbe 1.POsdIld@AmxlmrunlaI@I&onSingle-RoWionPro@lminPltcb on Tractor Alr@me%”by Vernon L. RogaUo
and Paul F. Yw, 195&
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NOTATION

blade-section thrust coefficient, ~,

blade-section thrust coefficient due to blade-section

liftforce only,
section thrust due to lift

PW2D4
propeller diameter, ft -

upwash parameter, rate of change of upwash with

angle of attack
propeller rotational speed, revolutions per second

except where othertie noted
propeller radius, ft -
distance along any radial line horn the propefler

thrust axis, ft
blade-sect.ion thrust, lb ~
free-stream velocity, feet per second except where

otherwise noted
component of the local velocity in tie plane per-

pendicular to a radial lino (see fig. 1), ft/sec
resultant veloci~ acting on any blade section,

neglecting propeller-induced effects, ft/sec
local velocity at any point (~,fl) at the propeller

plane, ft/sec -

radial location of any blade section, ~
R

the fundamental component (1 cycle per propeller
revolution) of the oscillation of the bkle-section
thrust coe.fllcientor of tho vibrato~ blade strwscs

angle of attack of a wing or a body relative to the
free-strwm velocity measured at the plane. of
symmetry, d%

geometric angle of attack of the thrust axis relativo
to the free-stream velocity, (leg

section blade angle at radial station x, deg
amplitude of the 1.P component of the variation of

incremental section thrust coefficient clue to sl3c-
tion lift force, further defined as the 1.P aerody-
namic thrust load

incremental section-thrust coefficient, ctn—ctn.o
incremental section-thrust coefficient due to section

lift force, c,m—c,,Q.O
angle of upwash, measured from a line parallel to

the free-stream direction in a plane pmdlel to tho
model plane of symmetry, deg

spanwise station from the Iongitudimd center lim of
a wing, semispans

angle of outflow, measured from a line parallel to
the thrust mis in a plane through the thrust axis
(see fig: 1)

angle at which the local velocity at any point on

-1x

r-.—-----—--7’
I I

I /

aGJ

(b)
180”

FIGURE l.—Geometrio characteristics of the flow parameters relative to the sutvey disk. All anglw and veotom shown positivo.
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the propeller disk is inclined to the plane per-
pendicular to the radial line through that point
(see fig. 1)

sweep angle of the wing quarter-chord line, positive
for sweepback

effective wing sweep for compressible flow (As=
tan-’(trm A)/9)

mass density of the air in the free stream, slug+m ft
phase angle between the position of the m-urn

10F’magnitude.and the $2=90° position, dog
angle of rotational flow (an apparent, not an actual

rotation) measured from a line parallel to the
thrust axis in a plane perpendicular to a radial
line (see fig. 1), deg

angular position about the thrust axis, measured
counterclockwise from the upper vertical position
as seen from the front, deg

SUESCRIFTS

total effects resulting from consideration of mria-

tions in ~, O,and #- acting simultaneously
.

effects resulting from consideration of variations in

vl ~y~rmdro

effects resfiting from consideration of variations in
# Ody

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

COMPUTATIONOF THE PP STRES91?9 FRO&f KNOWN 1-PAERODYNAMIC
THRUST LOADS

A method for computing the 1-P. vibratory stre.weson a
propeller blade using known 1.P thrust loads has been de-
veloped and presented in reference 10. Although this
method has been proven to be adequate for isolated pro-
pellers operating in uniform flow fields, its accuracy for
propellers operating in nonuniform flow fields has not been
established. An evaluation of this method was undertaken
for a typical wing-nacelle-fuselage combination. Wmd-
tunne.1tests of the combination wexe made in the Ames
40- by 80-foot wind tunnel to provide the necewwy ex-
perimental data, The propeller stresses were measured
on the blades by means of strain gages. Simultaneously,
tho varidions of the aerodynamic thrust loads were measured
by means of total-head preesure rakes mounted in the pro-
peller slip-stream as shown in figure 2. From the variations
thus obtained, the 1.P components of both the vibratory
stresses and the oscillatory thrust loads were extracted by
conventional wave-fomn analysis.

A typical radial variation of the double amplitude of the
1.P thrust load is shown for a blade angle of 20° at 0.75R
in figure 3. By use of these measured 1.P thrust loads,
10P stresses were calculated and are compared with the
mmsured 1.P stresses in figure 4. (Also shown in fig. 4 is
a similar comparison for another blade angle.) Good agree-
mcmt is indicated which is interpreted as verifying that the

I?mmm 2.—Twin-engine airplane mounted in the Am= 40- by SO-foot
wind tunnel showing propeller and wake survey instrumentation.
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Fmmm 3.—MeaEnredradial variation of the masimum 1-P inmemental
thrust coefficient; V.= 165 mph, ~= 1250 rpm, “u=80, pM5=200,
four-blade propeller.

I.P stresses in a propeller operating in a nonuniform flow
field can be computed if the 1.P thrust load is known.

COMPUTA~ON OF THE VP AERODYNAMIC THRUSP LOAD FROM KNOWN
FLOW-FIRLD CHARAOTERfS~CS

A method utilizing strip analysis to compute the thrust
load variation horn known flow-field characteristics has been
developed and is presented in Appendis A. An evaluation
of the method was undertaken for propellers in nonuniform
flow fields by attempting to compute the 1.P thrust loads
measured during the tests of the wing-nacelle-fuselage
combination shown in figure 2.

The flow-field characteristics required for this wing-
nacelle-fuselage combination were obtained by surve@ng
the flow field at the plane of the propeller in the absence of
the propeller. A rake of eight directional pitot-static tubes
(described in ref. 3) was employed for the survey. The
flow field was defined by three parameters; the rotational
flow angle, +, the outtlow angle, 0, and the velocity ratio,
V~T”., all of which are defined in the Notation and shown
in figure 1. Typical variations of these parametem with
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FIQUSE4.—Comparison of computed and measured strese dietributione
for a fore-blade propeller.

angular position about the thrust axis are shown in the
following sketch.
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From the measured flow-field paramekrs, the variation
of the total aerodymmic thrust load was computed by the
method described in Appendix A. In iigure 5(a), the
computed wxiation is compared with that measured by
the thrust rake for a’ typical case at the 0.7 radius of the
propeller. The adequacy of the method is demonstrated
by the agreement of both the absolute magnitude and the
wave forms of the variations. The phase angje between the
variations is of no consequence to the problem of computing
the l.~ stresses; it resulted primarily from rotation of the
slipstream before it reached the thrust rake.
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(a) Variation of the total incremental thrust coefficient.

(b) Varfation of the 1.P and 2.P components.

FUWREI5.—Comparieon of computed and measured seotian thrust-
eoefflcient variations at the 0.7-radiue etation of the propollm;
V-= 165 mph, a~=8°, ~= 1260 l-pm, A.,5=20”, four.blado
propeller.

From the variations shown in iigure 5(a), the 1.P and
2-P oscillatory components s ~we Sepwated and WG Com-

pared in figure 5(%). Again, aside from the phase shift,
good agreement between measured and computed values is
indicatad. Siiar accuracy was realized for all radial
positions on the propeller blade as is indicated in figure 6
by a comparison of the variation of the 1.P thrust load
with radial position as measured and as computed.

To obtain the accuracy indicated in figures 6 and 0 in
computing the 1.P thrust loads, it was necess~ to com-
pute, using the measured flow-field data, the variation of tho
total aerodymmic thrust load at at least 16 angular posi-
tions for each radial position. This, in turn, required an
accurate knowledge of the flow-field parameters at them
angular positicms. If this “tiformation is available, and the
limitations set forth in Appendix A are not exceeded, it is
concluded that the 1.P thrust load can be computed from
known flow-field characteristics.

1No other hm-monfomm-h of iappm-hble nmplltode were found to be present.
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5 Fraction of tip radius x

FKQURE&-Compmisan of the computed and mwured distributions
of the masimum variations of the 1.P incremental seotion thrust
coeffiolent; Vm= 165 mph, ~= 1250 rpm, “@=80, &75=200) four-
blnde propeller,

COMPUTATION OF THE FLOW-FIELD CHAEACYER19TICS FOR ANY GNEN
AIRPLANE CONFIGURA~ON

On tho basis of the results given previously, it appears
that predictions of the 1-P stresses depend on an accurate
knowledge of certain flow-field characteristics which can be
obtained by sutliciently extensive experimental surveys of
the flOW field at the propeller plane. These surveys are
quite laborious and it wouId be desirable to be able to compute
the required flow parameters. It was found that no know-n

methods for computing all the flow-field parameter were
available and attempts to develop such methods posed
formidable problems whose solutions were not reacMy
apparent. Therefore, rather than attempting to approach
this problem directly, rm attempt was made to consider the
influence of each of the flow-field parameters on the 1.P
thrustload; the prime purpose being to discover simplitka-
tions which could be accepted in deteminin g the amplitude
of the 1.P thrust load.

The variation of the oscillating aerodpamic thrust load
on CLblade element was calculated by equation (A7), Ap-
pendix A, using measured flow-field parametma at 16 angular
positions. Three cases were investigated; namely,

(1) The use of measured values of # with the assumption
that 19=0°, and VJV. =1.O

(2) The use of measured values of o and V,/V. with the
assumption that +=0°

(3) The use of measured values of #, O,and V,/V_
l?rom the variations thus obtained, the 1.P components

were extracted.
From figure 1, it is seen that the first case shows the effect

of variations in the direction of the vector V’ and the second
cam shows the effect of variations in the magnitude of the
vector V’, while the third case shows the combined effects
of both. Although the effects of these parameters cannot
be considered to be wholly independent, it is believed that
the first-order effects -wereclearly indicated since the summa-
tion of the loads computed for cases (1) and (2) was nearly
identiwl to those computed for case (3).

The study included four cordigurations~ one nacelle and

s The amrlmtiobs selected wero b+llewd to bo ropresmtntlm of current deglgn trends.
A four-bhrdeil,right-bond propeller (dwmibed In reL 4) m wmmd to k ins.tnlkd on eaoh
conflgurntion,

three wing-fuselage-nacelle combinations, which are shown
in figure 7. The flow fields at the propeller plane were
surveyed by use of a rake of directional pitot+static tubes.

The 1.P components of the calculated oscillating aero-
dynamic thrust load variations at the 0.7-radird station of
the propeller, and the associated flow-field parameters are
shown in figure 8. It can be seen that the variation of #,
the direction of V’, produced a 1.P component, (1.P)~,
which was always phased such th,at it peaked at angular
positions of approximately 90° and 270°, while the variation
of 9 and Vi/V., the magoitude of ‘V’, also produced a sig-
nificant 1.P component (1.P)e, .l/Vm the phase of which
varied for different configurations. Further, since the total
1.P component, (1-P)~, is the summation of these two com-
ponents as expressed above, the phase and amplitude of the
total 1.P component curve are directly dependent upon the
amplitude ratio and phase relation of the two components
due to +, and to o and VJV.. For the configurations in-
vestigated, (1.P)t was predominant in amplitude, its am-
plitude being never less than 87 percent of the total 1.P
amplitude. Although for some configurations (1.P)o. VIDm

had significant amplitude, it was phased such that its ad-
dition to (l.P)+ caused the amplitude of (l.P)T to be only
slightly larger than that of (1.P) ~. For other con6gurations,
phasing of (l.P)e, ~llvmwas such that it could have in-
creased the amplitude of (1.P)~ over that of (l.P)$. How-
ever its amplitude relative to that of (1.P) ~ was too small
to be of signiikance. Insofar as the configurations inves-
tigated are typical of current design trends, it would seem
that the amplitude of (1.P)+ would be a good approxima-
tion of the amplitude of (1.P)~, the value necessary for
computing the 1.P stresses. It also is noted that (l.P)t
always peaked at or very ~ear the 90° and 270° angular
positions and that at these positi6ns, o and VJV- were
generally 0° and 1.0, respectively.

DEVELOPMENT OF A SIMPLIFIED PROCEDURE FOR D13TERMININ(3 THE
AMPLITUDE OF THE 1.P AERODYNAMIC THRUST LOAD

During the course of thw.e studies, an important fact was
discovered concerning the components of the oscillating
aerodynamic load. For the cases investigated, no significant
odd-order components above the fundamental, 1.P, were
present. This fact makes possible the tiraction of the 1.P
component from the total variation by a simple operation
which is independent of the number or amplitude of even-
order components present. Tb.ia simplicity stems from the
fact that even-order harmonics repeat their magnitude and
sense at half-cycle intervals of the fundamental, while odd-
order components repeat their magnitude but are of opposite
sense. If odd-order components above the fundtunental
are not present, one-half the arithmetic difference between
values of the oscillating thrust load at any two angular
positions 180° apart yields the exact magnitude of the 1.P
component at those positions. Thus, computations at
several angular positions around the propeller disk will
define the exact variation of the 1.P component.

The amplitude and phase relation of the 1.P component
can be determined by applying the method descxibed at any
four equally spaced angular positions. This is possible
because (1) the variation of the oscillating aerodynamic
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FIGURE7.—Geometric characteristic of the models. All dimensions in inohes.
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l?mmm 8.—The flow-field parameters and their effects on the 1-P variation of incremental seotion thrust coetlicient for an isolated
nacelle and mveral wdng-fusekge-nace~e combinations.
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load was periodic, (2) the components were rdl integer func-
tions of one propeller revolution, and (3) no odd-order com-
ponents above the fundamental were prewnt. For example,
at the specitic angular positions !2=0°, 90°, 180°, and 270°,
expressions for determining the phase and amplitude of the
1.P component are

1
~ [(%)wO”- (c~~)~.m”]=w~l cos w (la)

1
~ [(%)o-o”- (%)Q.,W]=% sin% (lb)

where pa is the phase angle between the position at which
the maximum magnitude of the 1.~ component occurs and
the Q=900 position. As noted previously, for tlm cases
investigated, values of pa were found to be quite small,
Hence, it is believed plausible to make the approximation
that

&’t CosQa=till (2)

A simplified procedure for determining the amplitudo of tho
1.P aerodynamic thrust load is now evident which requires
ooly the solution of equation (la) with the foregoing approx-
imation.
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PIOURE 9.—C!ompzwison of 1.P thrust loads as computed by the
procedure of thie report with those computed ueing the entire
mensured flow field for an isolated nacelle and several win$-fueelagc-
nnccile combinations; z=O.7, V.=165 mph, w=125fl rpm,
/lo,70=2~.7°.

The introduction of this simplified procedure reduces the
flow field information required to the values of the param-
eters at the $2=90° and 270° positions (the horizontal center
line of the propeller disk). This fact and certain character-
istic of the flow-field parameters preclude the need for
experimental surveys of the flow field. It can be seen in
figure 8 that, generally speaking, at the Q=90° and 270°
positions Ortnd V~Vm are near the free-stream values of 0°
and 1.0, respectively, as noted previously, while # is at
nearly its mtium and minimum values. Hence, O and
VJVa can be approximated by the free-stream values.
Values of+ on the horizontal center line of the propeller disk
may be computed by the methods which are presented and
evalurtted in Appendixes B, C, and D. Thus, the need for
exTerimentoJsurveys of the flow field has been obviated.

To indiente the accuracy and general applicability of the
procedure, 1.P thrust loads on a propeller computed by the
procedure are compared in figure 9 with those presented
m figure 8 which were computed by 16-point computations
brtsedon all measured flow parametem. As noted above, the
vfdues of 0° ~d 1.0 were assumed for o and VJVO ~hm
npplying the simplified procedure. Compariwms in figure
9 nre at the 0.7-radial station of the propeller blade for all
the test configurations. Comparisons of radial variations
for two of the models me shown in figure 10 and, as further
evctluntiort,the 1.P blade stressescomputed using these load
variations nre compared in figure 11. From these figures,
it is seen that” the simplified procedure yielded generally
satisfactory results for these configurations.4

~A convordentdesign footor,now in mmmon W, forfndfcatlng the relative strm Ievofson
propclforsfor vorfow sltgbt condltiom k the 1-P lmd erdtfng peramek Ag (rofs. I rmd2).
By dcflnlt!on, A Is Identlcnl to tho absolute vfduss of # at tho horfxontal contarRne of the
MOpO]kIdisk.
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FmuRE 10.—Comparison of the radial variation of the 1-P thrustload
computed by the procedure of thfareport with that computed using
the entire measured flow field; V.= 165 mph, ~= 1250 rpm,
&.~=21.7°. CQ=1O”.
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I?mmm Il.—Comparison of 1-P tibrati~ etrws~ resulting &om 1-P thrust Ioade computedby the prooedure of this report with thoso
raulting from 1-P thrust loads computed using the entire measured flow field; V.= 165 mph, ~= 1250 rpm, A.ro=21.7°, “a= 10°.

Evaluations of the methods for computing the values of
+ at the horizontal center line of the propeller disk are
presented in the appendixes.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The simplified procedure presented herein enables the
rapid calculation of the 1.P thrust loads on propellers of
tractor airplanes in pitch at zero yaw, without the need for
tedious experimental surveys of the flow fieId at the pro-
peller plane. The simplifications of the procedure have
reduced the necessary flow--fieldinformation to a minimum;
namely, the upflow angles at the horizontal centerline of the
propeller disk. These angles may be obtained simply by

the theoretical methods which are presented. Thereby,
the need for experimental survey of the flow field is
eliminated.

The evaluations of the simplified procedure which are
shown indicate that the 1*P thrust loads computed for tho
airplane configurations investigated are generally satis-
factory. These configurations are believed to be typical of
current designs and it is believed that equal accuracy could
be expected for configurations generally similar to those
investigated.

Aams bRoNA~lcAL LABOR~TORY
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR ADRONAUTIOS

NlOFFETT mELD, CALm., Mar. 2?1, 19S6



APPENDIX Af
COMPUTATION OF BLADE-SECMON THRUST AND BLADE-SECTION NORMAL FORCE

Tlm 1.P stressproblem is primarily clue to flatwise bending
of the propeller blade resulting from 1-P oscillations in the
blade normal force as the propeller turns through one
revolution. The blade nornml force at any angular and
radial position is the sum of the components of the aero-
dynamic loads (i. e., the thrust and torque forces) perpen-
dicular to the chord line of the blade element.

For the.purposes of this investigation, it was de&able to
mqmcssthe normal force in as simple terms as possible. The
normal force on a blade element, lV~, may be expressed
as

~b=t COS f?.+fq Sh fi= (Al)
where
t section thrust force
j, section torque force
Equation (Al) may be rewritten in coefficient form and
both the section thrust and the section torque may be
expressed in terms of the section thrust due to blade lift
only, cl~.

cub=’~l(l-%)ms’=+cf~(’-%)tan(’+’)‘h’z
(A2\

,Vhere ~m ~=blade-section drag
blade-section lift

>

13quation (A2) cm be rearranged as follows

cl~
@b= —

{

COs[(’r-#$-2@z-q)] +Cos (7+$0)
Cos p= Cos (’Y-$9)+COS(7+$9) }

(A3)

When conventional propellers are operated at low for-
ward velocitie9 (i. e., conditions corresponding to take-off
and early climb where high 1-P excitations are encountered),
tho blade sections have high values of lift to drag ratio;
hence y is quite small as is the angle of attack of the blade
section which is equal to the quantity (I?=—p). It can be
seen that if these tm are neglected in the above expres-
sion, the term in the bracket becomes unity which is tanta-
mount to saying that the drag force on a blade element con-
tributes little to the blade element normal force. It is
cautioned that such approximation may not be valid for
rdl possible operating conditions. For simplicity, t&
assumption regarding the normal force was made for the
work of this report and the normal force was expressed by
the appro.simote relation

(A4)

Steady-state theories, applied in strip analysis form, have
been developed to compute the aerodynamic loads on pro-
pellers operating in symmetrical flow fields where all the
inflow is perpendicular to the propeller plane (e. g., see

.13587G-57-a3

ref. 11). It appeared reasonable that application of this
type of analysis in stepwise computations might enable
satisfactory computations of the values of c~lfor propellers
operating in distorted flow fields (thrust axis inclined or
noninclined). The blade-element loads depend upon the
angle of attack and velocity which the element experiences.
The velocity involved is that h the plane tangent to the
blade section path of rotation, V~ in figure 12. For a rotab
ing blade ele&ent, the mag&tude of VB is defined by
intlow velocity V’ and the rotational velocity n-n&.
the interference effects of the blades on each other
ignored, the angle of attack of the blade element is
blade geometric setting B=minus the helix angle PO.

i
Line porollel to thrust oxis ——— -

-J

the
If

are
the

%,

%’,5/0
,0

0

m’px

FIQWEE12.—Velocity diagram of propeller blade section.

The distortwl flow-field case cli.ilers from the symmetrical

case in that V’ is not always perpendicular to the prop~er
plane nor of constant magnitude, but varies in direction and
magnitude with angular position Q of the blade. In figure
12, subscript 1 represents the symmetrical case while sub-
scripts 2 and 3 represent the extremes of the variation for
the distorted case. Consequently, it is apparent that these
variatiom must be taken into account in the computation.

The equation for the coe.flicient of thrust on a blade
element for a propeller in a symmetrical flow field including
blade interference effects is

‘% (cot v–tan ‘r)
cg=K7?2? —

.57.3

( )
aiz

‘t p +m

(A5)

where

P
v.

at

K

‘-r’

v.+ ai
tan-’ (V+n$x)
propeller-induced angle of inflow, deg
Goldstein correction factor for n iinite number of

blades

(blade-section dragtan-l
blade-section lift )
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For the distorted flow-field case, it is necessary to modify
the equation to account for variations in both direction rmd
mag~tude of J7~de~bed above. Thus,

, ~_v’ sin+ 2q (cot w—tan@Cl=mw —

(
( )

(i46)
57”3 Cot Q+&

)

qDz

for which it is important to note that

In detwmining at (the interference effects), the w-sump-
Lion is made that all the blades are operating at the same
flow conditions m the blade being considered.

The expression for c, may be simplified to consider only
the section thrust due to blade lift, C,J,by ignoring the blade
drag te~, tan -y. Thus

Ctl=mw & cot p

( .)
(

, l— ‘:$Z*)Z (A7)
cot @@j

This is the expression used in the studies to cdculato the
values of c~lusing all measured values of the flow-fiolcl pw-
arneters. When the values of 0° and 1.0 are substituted

“for o and VJVm as in the simplified procedure of the report,
V’ becomes equal to T“-. Hence, T7m is substituted for V’
in the last term of equation (A7) and in tho ~xprcssioll
for PO.

where

( v. Cos*
po=tan-l

)TnpDx— V. sin #

APPENDIX B

METHODSFOR DETERNIININGTHE VALUESOF + AT THE HORIZONTALCENTERLINE OF A PROPELLERDISK

Tho vrdue of # at the horizontal center line of a propeller
disk is the summation of the geometric angle of attack of
the thrust asis and the upwash angles induced by the
various components of the airplane at the horizontal center
line of the propeller disk, expressed as

#’=~metrk+%ing+%.l faccnt tsxNcs+%xly mntainhg thrmt *

(%1)

To determine these angles theoretically, the total angle of
attack of each component must be known so that its con-
tribution to # can be computed. Each component total
angle of attack, like #, is the result of a geometric angle of
attack plus rm induced angle resulting from the upwash
of other components. It is clear that to obtain an exact
total angle of attack for each component, an iterative
process would be required. However, within engineering
accuracy, it was found poesible to avoid this process.

In the we of the wing, it was found that eti could be
adequately predicted by considering only an isolated wing
at the geometric angle of attack; that is, the adjacmt
bodies influenced the wing tital angle of attack so slightly
that the resultant change in e- was negligible.

This conclusion is veri.6ed in figure 13 where cw~, com-
puted by the method presented in Appendix C from measured
span loading on a wing affected by a nacelle is compared
to that computed for the isolated w@g. The differences
are seen to be negligible.

In the case of determining the correct total angle of attack
for a body, it was found that the effect of upwash from the
wing and from other bodies generally could not be ignored.
The wing upwash contribution to the angle of attack of a
body wn be computed by considering only the wing geo-
metric angle of attack, since bodies have been shown to
have little effect on the W@ induced upwash. For a wing-
body combination (i. e., a fuselage or single-engine airplane)
the body effective angle of attack is taken as the arithmetic
sum of the geometric angle of attack of the body and the

1.4

i+ --w
4.2 \

u e
+.

\ /
c & f’ ~ ‘\\

1.0
\ I \

E
.s! \ ‘\
.9 .8= \ I

-/ \
!

.6
F

%
Wing parameters

z
E

.4 — Sweep angle = 35° — Wing alone
Aspect mtio = 6.0 —— Wing-nocelle~

g Taper mtia ‘ 0,5
0 .2
%

o (a)

Spanwise station, 9, froction of semispan

(a) Spanwfse distribution of loading oaefflcient.
(b) Spanwke dfatribution of upwaeh.

FXQURE13.—Comparison of measured spanwise load distribution for
an isolated wing and a wing-nacelle combination, nnd the resultant
computed upwash distribution at a diatanoo of ono ohord nhenrl of
the wfng leading edge; M= O.18, CL= O.32.
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value of wing upw.sh in the propeller plane at the.axis of the
body

%q= %cwlatrlo+ %mJ (B2)

I?or tho cam of n conf@ration having more than one body
(i, o,, multiengine-type airplanes where the propulsive
units me housed in nacelles outboard of a fuselage) the total
angle of attack of a second body, for illustration assumed
to be n nacelle, is espressed as

%%= %metrio+ ‘%@+ ‘%jacent My (333)

where the value of Etiwis the magnitude of wing upwa.sh
in the propeller plane at the nacelle axis. The value of
~~dj~~~~~bo@ at the nacelle axis is computed for the adjacent
body at the effective angle of attack determined from equa-
tion (332). This ignores the fact that the adjacent body
is under the influence of the nacelle; this semndarder effect
is believed to be negligible.

While wing upwash is always important, the importance
of considering upwash from adjacent bodies w-henobtaining
a body total angle of attack varies widely depending on body
proximity, relative size, and longitudinal position. For
example, in the case of a multiengined airplane, the effect
of one nacdle on the total angle of attack of the other can
bo slIown to be small if the first nacelle lies behind the
propeller plane of the second. Thus wing sweep would vary
the importance of upwash from adjacent nacelles in biing
the total, angle of attack of a given nacelle. On the other
hand, if the adjacent body -werelarge compared to a nacelle,
for example, a fuselage where the fuselage nose was down-
stream of the propeller plane, its effect on the nacelle total
angle of attack would be important. GeneraXy speaking,
any body which extends ahead of the propeller plane at
which 4 is being computed will have a significant effect on
the total angle of attack of the body containing the thrust
axis corresponding to that propeller plane; for example,
usually fuselages and inboard nacelles both must be taken
into account in finding the total angle of attack of the out-
bomd nacelle in four-engined swept-wing con.iiguratiom,
whereas only the fuselage signihmtly affects the inboard
nacelle.

To evaluate the use of equation (B1) and the methods
which have been described, the variations of the upwash
angle due to the various components and the curve repre-
senting the summation of these and the geometic angle of
attack of the thrust axis are shown in figure 14“for several
wing-nacelle-fuselage combinations at a Mach number of
0,22. Also shown is a comparison of these results with the
measured values which indicates good agreement. Similar

comparisons are made in figure 15 for the wing-nacelle-
fuselage combination dwcribed in reference 9 for a Mach
number range from 0.25 to 0.92. In computing the upwash

for this combination, account was taken of compressibility
tiects, except for the effects on the body-induced upwash,
whose mechanics were not clearly understood. Good agree-
ment between computed and measured upwash angles is
indicated up to a Mach number of about 0.8. Compressi-
bility effects are discussed more fully in Appendixes C and D.
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FI~~ 14.—Mweured and predioted upflow anglee and predicted
upwash components at the horizontal center line of the propeller
disks of several wing-fueelage-nacelle combination; q= 10°.
M= O.22.
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APPENDIX c

A METHODFOR COMPUTINGTHE WING-INDUCEDUPJV.4SHANGLES AT THE HORIZONTAL CENTER LINE OF A PROPELLER
DISK

PREDICTIONOFTEEUPWASH ANGLE INDUCEDINTEE EXTENDIDWING
CHORD PLANE BY WINGS OF ARBITRARYPL4N FOEM

()E ~,v
=n$,aA (cl)

It was shown in reference 12 that for a known symmetrical
8

load distribution on n wing, the wing-induced downwash where

could be computed by use of infiuenca coefficients designated Q= dimensionless circulation & identical to the loud
aw coefficients which were presented therein. The same . m
basic equations derived for the dowmmsh computations are
applicable for upwssh computations, but new values of the coefficient c% at ‘pan ‘tatlOn n

~ coefficients are required. M free-stream Mach number

The upwaah can be found at specific points in the extended b span of a wing measured perpendicular to the vertical
chord plane between the wing tips and ahead of the wing plane of symmetry, ft
loading edge. The general expression for the upwash is c local chord of a wing measured in a plane parallel to the
given as vertioal plane of symmetry, ft
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section liftc1 section lift coefficient of a wing,
q.c

n an integer defining a spanwise station on the wing
quarter-chord line for which the value of circulation
is Mined

!lal free-stream dynamic pressure, lb/sq ft

w induced velocity, perpendicular to the mean chord line
of the wing, positive for upwash, ft/sec

XW longitudinal distance horn the wing quarter-chord line?
ft

I? compressibility factor, ~=

v an integer defining a specific poiat within the wing plah
form for which the boundary condition of no flow
through the wing is applied

r longitudinal coordinate $ semispfins.

The a- coefficients are obt~ined from figure 16. The
speciiic stations at which the upwash may be found corre-
spond to v=l, 2, 3, 4 or q,=cos (wr/S)=0.924, 0.707, 0.383
and O, respectively. For convenience, the preceding equa-
tio~ is rewritten so that the upwash angle and loading distri-
bution are in terms of unit lift coefficient. Thus

where

Czc

C.cm
span loading coefficient

s wing area, Sq ft

cm average chord of a wirg, ~~ ft

c. lift coefficient of a wing,
wing lift

!&s

K., average of the ratios of the experimentedsection lift

curve slope to the theoretical value ~rJ all at the
P

same Mach number

Both ~ and ctc/CLc=,are afleeted by eompremibility, since
they have been determined as functions of the parameters
13(b2/S)/Ka,and A~.

MODIFICATIONOF TRE MRTHOD TO PREDICTUPWASH ANGLH AT POSI-
TIONSAHOVE AND BELOW THE BXTRNDRD WINGCHORD PLANE

This modification is based on the assumption that the
vertical variation of the wing-induced upw-ashangle is sim-
ilar to that induced by a simple horseshoe vortex; that is,
that a percentage ratio can be established between the two.
For low Mach numbers, the bound portion of the horseshoe
vortex has the same sweep as the wing quarter-chord line,’
and lies in the wing chord plane. For a value of q and 7/19,
the vertierd variation of upwash angle due to a horseshoe
vortex can be obtained from the following equation which
corresponds to equation (34) of reference 13.

[

T/p
1( )[7 2q tan Afi-r/I!3

(’/P)2+r’/cos, ~ ‘/~ t~ J&I—— –cos~ A@ 1[(T//3tanAP—L )1+2q
(277tan A3-rlI$’+1’Jcos’4

J(;tm 4–m’+#+r2
costA& 1 (C3)

whcro

7 lateral coordinate from the wing longitudinal center
line, semispam

r vertical coordinate from the wing chord plane, semi-
sprms

J?rom the variution thus obtained, the upwash angle at
any position above or below the extend-@ chord plane may
be expressed as a perceritage of the value at the chord plane.

Based on the foregoing assumption, the value obtained on
the atended wing-chord plane for a wing of arbhwy plan
form may be multiplied by this percentage value to obtain
the upwash angle induqed by the wing at the same position
above or below the chord plane. A typical example of the
variations of the upwash angle expressed in percentage of
the wing-chord plane value are shown in figure 17 for n
horseshoe vortex swept back 40°.

1For high Mach numbers, the horsshw vertex should have 8 swmp angle A8 given by
tan As- (tan A)IPIn aaxdanca with the Prmdtl-Glm?rt ruk
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EFFECTS OF COMPRESS~~TY ON THR ~G~UCED UPW~H

Tlm Prandtl-Glauert rule, which accounts for the effects
of compressibility, is directly applicable to the subject
method, The brisk for the corrections applied to the method
as simply stated in the l?randtl-Glauert rule is that as the
Mach number is increased, the span load distribution of a
wing distorts as though its longitudinal dimensions were
incensing as the ratio l/19. Thus, the effects of Mach num-
ber on a given wing can readily be considered by finding
the span loading at zero Mach number of a properly distorted
wing.

Since the wing-induced upwwsh d%ibution is directly
dependent upon the span loading, the effects of compressi-
bility on this factor were investigated. A typical example of
the compressibility effects on a span loading is shown in
figure 18. The small differences which are shown have
little significance in terms of the upwash induced in the
extended wing-chord plane. Hence, the span load forzero

Mach number can be used satisfactorily.
It cnn be seen that increasing the longitudinal dimensions

of the wing results in increasing the angle of sweep and
incrmsing each local chord while leaving tho span and taper
unaffected. Thus, the distance from the quarter-herd line
to a given point in the chord plane must also be increased
by the ratio 1/9. Tbe compressibility effects on the effecthw
sweep angle are sizable. For example, increasing the Mach
number from 0.33 to 0.90 changes the effective sweep angle
of a 40° sweptback wing from 41X0 to 62%0. In terms of
the wing-induced upwash, this effectively increases the dis-
tance from a point on the extended wing-chord plane to the
vortex core and thereby reduces the core’s influence at that
point. Hence, the valuesof T and h must be corrected to
r/p and & before entering the charts of the G%coefficients.

It is obvious that for a given value of T/@, the compressi-
bility effects are not constant for all sweep angles. To
illustrate this point, typical examples of the upwash angle
distribution, spanwise for constant values of r/& are shown
for wings with 0° and 40° of sweep. Figure 19 shows there

isno variationof the upwash anglewith Mach number for

an unswept wing ata givenTIBsincetan A iszero. However,

forthewing swept back 40°,itisshown infigure20 that an

increasefrom a Mach number of 0.33 to 0.90 produced

sizeablechanges in the upwash angle distributionsat a

constant7//3.

PROC~URE FOR APPLYING TEE METEOD TO OBTAIN ~ WING
INDUCED UPWASH ANGLES AT THE HORIZONTALCENTRR LINE OF
THE PROPELLERPLANE

The fit step is to obtain the span load distribution
(e. g., by the methods of ref. 12); Mach number effects on
the span load need not be considered as shown previously.

Second, determine the T/B variation and the value of & at
the particuhir Mach number for the propeller plane locations

in the extended wing-chord plane. The matium and
minimum valuea of r/P will d&e the range over which

computations must be made. Next, compute the values of
6/CL at the four control points on the span for constant values
of r/19 over the range de~ed above. This is accomphbed
by substituting the values of the span load and the a.,n
coefficients derived from the charts in equation (C12). If
necessary, these values should then be mowed for dis-
placements above and below the chord plane by means of

equation (03). The fairing of the resulting data poink

~ yield the spamvise distributions of C/(?Lfor constant
values of r/~; a plot similar to figure 20. Using the values
of r/~ previously determined, the propeller plane can be
located on this plot as shown in figure 20 and the values
of ~/CLdetermined at any radifd station.

To illustrate the method and the results obtained, the
variations of r/p and ~/CLacross the horizontal Centm line
of the propeller disks of two representative airplane con-
figurations are shown in figures 21 and 22 for Mach numbers
of 0.33 and 0.90. The geometric characteristics of the com-
ponents of these cordigurations were identical emept that
one wing panel was unswept and the other was swept
back 40°.
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APPENDIX D

METHOD FOR COMPUTING THE BODY-INDUCED UPWASH ANGLES AT THE HORIZONTAL CENTER LINEOF A PROPELLER DISK

COMPUTATION OF THE UPWASH ANGLEs AT THH HORIZONTAL PLANE
OF SYMB~Y OF A BODY

A method was developed for calculating the upwash
cmglca induced at the horizontal plane of symmetry of n
flnito body of revolution with radius which varies along the
longitudimd ask.

Tlm induced upwash at the horizontal plane of symmetry
of a body of revolution is a result primarily of the displmw-
mmt of the transverse flow about the body. The transvwse
velocity W (see fig. 1(b)) normal to the body center line
results from the body being at an angle of attack to the
free-stream velocity as shown in figure 1(b). The transveme

flow about an infinitely long cylinder may be obtained by
covering the longitudinal axis of the cylinder with doublets
of moment per unit length, P (ref. 14). The potential
function d@ of a doublet element of strength p dz is

d+=~ Cosflsinhax (m)

where

~ tan-l $

f distance along any radial line from the body longitudinal
*, ft



—
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z’ longitudinal distance from any doublet element on the
body longitudinal axis to a transveme phme containing
the point at which the upwash angle is to be computed,
positive downdream from the doublet element, ft

The potential function @ for a distribution of doublets
along the longitudinal axis of a tite cylindex is obtained
by integqthug from the leading edge or most forward point
(LE) to the trailing edge or most rearward point (TE)
on the body.

(D2)

Differentiating equation (D2) with respect to Q

d@ sin Q ~~E–Jz=4Tf ~E
jlsin AdA (D3)

The expressionfor the velocityVQ tangential to a body of
revolution and perpendicular to the transverse plane (see
@. l(b)), is .

Substituting the value of d~ from equation (D3) in (D4)

(D4)

(D5)

If a strength of p=2rR~W is assigned to each doublet
representing a cylinder of constant radius Eb, equation
(D5) yields the tangential velocity.

For a body of revolution whose radius varies with position
along the longitudinal axis, it was considered that each
transverse section was a section of an infinitely long cylinder
with radius equal to that at the section. The doublet
strength p was allowed to vary as Rb2. For W we, the
equation for the tangential velocity Vo becomw

When a and e are small angles,the upwash angle in the

horizontalplaneforQ=90° is(seefig.1(b))

(D7)

As has been shown by Munk and von JGlrmti, for cxdcula-
tions 01 potential flow in the vicinity of the nose of a body,
variations in the body radius need be considered only over
the forward half-body. The body downstream of the
midsection can be assumed to continue to infinity with a
radius equal to that at the midsection. Therefore, the
upper limit b can be assumed to be ~. The integration
is accomplished numerically to the midsection, after which
the integral becomes a simple one because of the assumed
constant radius.

The expression in equation (D7) is for closed bedim of
revolution. For bodies through which there was air flow,
in applying the equation the surface was considered to
close across the openings as if there vm.reno through flow,

It is realized that the axial component of volociLy is
somewhat increased over the free-stream velocity bocauso
of the variation in body shape along the longitudinal cwis.
However, th~e increases are onIy a smalI percentage of
V- and, therefore, they have been neglected. Similarly,
a radial flow is induced by the body shape variation, but
since it does not enter into the computation of c at Lh13
horizontal plane of symmetry, it has been ignored.

Minor asymmetries in body shape downstream of LIIO

propeller plane were found to have little effect on the up-
wash anglea induced at the propeller plane. This will bo
demonstrated during the evaluation of the method. lf the
body was not symmetrical in the longitudinal vertical piano,
it was found satisfactory to use the mean thickness line of
the body when determining the effective angle of aLtack.
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?IQURE23.—The variation of upwash angle with vertioal position in n
transverse plane for an infinite cylinder.
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EXTENS1ON OF TEE MIH!HOD TO POSITIONS ABOVE AND BELOW TEE

HORIZONTAL PLANE OF SYMMEI!RY

For angular positions other than the horizontal plane of
symmetry of a body, the upwnsh is no longer a function of
the induced tangential velocity only, but is also affected by
the induced radial velocity. To obtain the up-washat posi-
tions other thtm the horizontal plane of symmetry for a
finito body of vnrying radius is a diflicult task for which
there is, at present, no adequate solution. On the other
band, the upwash at any point about an infinite cylindex in
incompressible flow may be obtained quite easily. The
value of e induced by an inMte cylinder at any point de-
fined by the lateral and vertied distances from the body
center line, y~ and zb, for small vahwa of a may be deter-
mined m

Variations of e per unit angle of attack versus lateral posi-
tion ~bfor sevmd vertical positions Zb are shown in figure 23.

EVALUATIONOFTHR=HOD

The method wns applied at the horizontal plane of sym-
metry of three bodies where the horizontal center line of the
propeller disk was coincident with the horizontal plane of
symmot~. The models were tested in the Ames 40- by 80-
foot wind tunnel at a Mach number of 0.18 to obtain experi-
mental values of the upwash angles (ref. 5). The geometric
characteristics of the models are shown in figure 24. Fig-
ure 26 shows comparisons of the experimental and computed
upwash angle distribution. Good agreement is apparent.

A fourth body, which ma not symmetrical in the longi-
tudiurd-vertical plane, was tested in the Ames 12-foot wind
tunnel (ref. 9) through a Mach number range horn 0.33 to
0,92. The geometric characteristics of the body am shown
in figure 26. Computations were made for this body assum-
ing the plane of symmetry to be that of the forebody and
ignoring the asymmetry downstremn. The comparisons
shown in figure 27 at the lower Mach numbers indicate that
the asymmetry had little effect on the accuracy of the com-
putations. The measured and computed values do not
agree beyond a Mach number of 0.6. These dithrencea are
believed due to the onset of compressibility eilects which
have not been taken into account in the computations.

An indirect evaluation of the extension of the method
above and below the horizontal plane of symmetry is shown
by the results of the computations of total upwash angles
for complete wing-nacelle-fuselage configurations as shown
in Appendix B.
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l?rcunm 24.—Geometno characterietiu of three naoellea @ted at
M= 0.18. AU dimensions are in inohes.
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